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Abstract: Currently, historical areas in China are facing issues of color authenticity and excessive
commercialization. Colors, as an important element of historical areas, reflect their history and
culture. However, there are some flaws in the existing research methods, so a more scientific and
systematic method is needed to obtain accurate and objective color visualization results to promote
the sustainable development of historical areas. In order to explore the methods and applications of
visualizing the environmental color patterns of historical areas, Shiquan Street in Suzhou, China, was
taken as the research object; ArcGIS 10.5 was used to obtain the street-view photo samples; Matlab was
used to summarize the architectural colors of the historical areas; and K-means clustering was used
to generate the central color card of the historical areas, thus completing the color visualization of the
historical areas, followed by further searching for the color patterns and central colors, so as to explore
the strategies for sustainable development of historical areas. The various quantified color models
of historical areas can explore the regional uniqueness and color locality of historical areas, which
avoids problems such as homogenization of block colors, unclear styles and features, and an excessive
proportion of commercial colors caused by poor color guidance and control in the design related to
historical areas, providing approaches to the research on the harmonious unity of environmental
colors and features related to historical areas. A color-based research method has been proposed
to protect and maintain the original appearance of historical areas. The application of this method
provides a new perspective and possibility for the protection of historical areas, allowing these areas
to achieve historical sustainability while maintaining their historical characteristics and values.

Keywords: historical areas; sustainable development; color visualization; Suzhou Shiquan street;
landscape architecture

1. Introduction
1.1. Problems Existing in Historical Areas

As the treasures of a city, “historical areas (historical districts)” are areas with con-
centrated distributions of architectural heritage. As witnesses to the history and splendid
culture of a city, they also have extremely high protection value. However, in China, histor-
ical areas often face a series of challenges [1,2]. Firstly, the color authenticity of historical
areas is mainly reflected in the protection of the original architectural culture. In the process
of protecting and developing historical and cultural blocks, some regions have neglected
the overall inheritance of local traditional architectural culture, resulting in the loss of
“authentic” cultural features in the newly built historical and cultural blocks [3]. In this case,
the colors of the blocks may be unified, resulting in the loss of the original historical and
cultural connotations in terms of facade colors [4]. This distorted color not only deprives
the uniqueness of historical areas but also greatly undermines the sustainability of their
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historical value [5]. Secondly, excessive commercial development is also an important
factor affecting the authenticity of color in historical areas [6]. Commercial development
tends to change the original colors of blocks, making them look similar and undermining
their historical sustainability [7]. For example, in order to attract tourists, some blocks may
choose to use bright colors while ignoring the original historical colors, which not only
affects the visual effect of the blocks but also damages the historical and cultural continuity.
Excessive commercialization makes the colors of the historical areas simple and lacking
in vitality, thus losing the original living atmosphere [8]. At the same time, the loss of
residents in historical areas can also affect their color authenticity [9]. Due to the damage
to the original living environment during the renovation process of some historical areas,
many indigenous residents have to leave, and the population loss leads to the hollowing
out of the old streets. Moreover, the subsequent revitalization continues to carry out the
commercial-oriented transformation, which makes the colors of the blocks lose their vitality,
further degrading the features of the blocks.

1.2. Color Authenticity of Historical Areas

In the field of urban planning and conservation of historical areas, the color authentic-
ity of historical areas is an important topic [10,11]. This authenticity is not only reflected in
the authenticity of the architectural style, cultural connotations, and community life but
also in the authenticity of the colors. Colors, as an important element of historical areas, are
an important manifestation of their authenticity [12]. The architectural colors of historical
areas often retain their original color features, such as old red brick walls, time-honored
blue flagstone (Qingshiban) pavement, and unique local cultural colors [13]. These color
features are an important reflection of the color authenticity of historical areas and are
also an important component of their historical and cultural value [14]. In the study of
architectural color in historical areas, it has been found that different historical periods,
geographical environments, and cultural backgrounds can all affect the architectural colors
of historical areas [15]. For example, the historical areas of northern China in ancient
times were often dominated by red and yellow colors. This is because the northern cities
tended to be chosen as the capital cities of ancient Chinese dynasties, when red symbolized
auspiciousness and yellow symbolized imperial power. On the other hand, the historical
areas in the south of the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, mainly known as the Jiangnan
region, may be dominated by white and gray colors because, in the architectural tradition of
the Jiangnan region, white and gray are considered the colors closest to traditional Chinese
ink painting. In addition, the architectural colors of historical areas will also be influenced
by their functions and users [16]. For example, the architectural colors of commercial
areas in historical areas may be more diverse and lively to attract customers, while the
architectural colors in residential areas may be warmer and more comfortable to create a
livable environment [17]. Therefore, the architectural colors of historical areas reflect not
only their history and culture but also their functions and users’ needs [18].

The protection and restoration of colors is an important task in the sustainable devel-
opment of historical areas. Usually, detailed investigations and records of the architectural
colors of historical areas are required to understand their original color features and
changes [18]. Then, based on these investigations and records, a reasonable protection and
restoration plan is developed to maintain the authenticity of the architectural colors of the
historical areas [19]. It is noted that in the process of protecting and restoring architectural
colors, protection and restoration do not mean being the same. On the contrary, attention
should be paid to modernization needs and development possibilities while preserving
the authenticity of the architectural colors of historical areas. Therefore, the protection and
restoration of architectural colors should be a sustainable process that not only respects
history but also looks up to the future [20].
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1.3. Quantitative Methods for Exploring True Colors

Under such a background, it is meaningful to explore the true color patterns in
historical areas from the perspective of sustainable development [21,22]. China has its
own traditional color spectrum, and these colors are also widely used in historic buildings.
Exploring the colors of various parts of traditional architecture and the color patterns of
buildings in historical areas plays a positive role in the sustainable development of historical
areas. In recent years, the advancement and development of computer technology have
provided new possibilities for research related to color visualization of historical areas,
and the extraction of environmental colors has shifted from manual color selection tools to
computer image processing technologies, including but not limited to mining methods for
multi-sample urban data, flat image processing methods supported by machine learning
technology, and color extraction applications supported by programming technology.
More and more scholars are also trying to explore the correlation between digital media
technology and the color visualization of building facades in historical areas using multiple
methods. In terms of computer image processing, Gouaich et al. [23] established an HSV
color space model, summarized the color composition of the M’zab Valley and Ksourian
landscape in Algeria, and proved that the Ksourian landscape and M’zab Valley had strong
color consistency, providing approaches to the restoration of urban architectural heritage
and regional feature color extraction in natural environments. Yadav and Saraswat [24]
compared the K-means clustering algorithm, fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm, Henry
gas solubility optimization algorithm, chaotic gravity search algorithm, and J-segmentation
methods and confirmed that the K-means clustering algorithm performed better in cutting
a large number of samples, providing methods for the extraction and application of color
visualization. Based on Bertin’s semiotics theory, Jégou et al. [25] combined the theories
related to aesthetic and graphic designs, explored image colors through computer tools,
formed and generated multiple gradient colors, and applied them to the fields of plane
composition and color application in design. In terms of the acquisition of architectural
samples, Zhong et al. [26] proposed that street-view images could be used as a carrier
for identifying and extracting the dominant color tones of urban buildings. Fu et al. [27]
used street-view photos as samples to extract the architectural colors in the main urban
area of Changsha, China, and analyzed their color patterns. In terms of the optimization
of color sample extraction methods, Miao et al. [28] replaced the traditional handheld
cameras with ArcGIS and Python platforms to collect samples and completed large-scale
mining of architectural element samples on Zhongyang Street in Harbin, China, improving
data acquisition speed. As for color clustering method selection and application, Wu
et al. [29] used K-means clustering to complete the color visualization of traditional Chinese
painting and applied the clustering results to related designs, achieving a tight connection
from concrete objects to specific designs. As for the specific color design methods, Chen
et al. [30] constructed a complete system of traditional Chinese color schemes integrated
with screening, application, and post-evaluation based on the PCSS color system and
related clustering methods.

However, current research mainly focuses on exploring methods and approaches
in a single field, and there is still a lack of interdisciplinary linkage thinking. At the
same time, some methods and approaches are still not complete. For example, when
obtaining and preprocessing large-scale samples, attention is only paid to the number of
samples but not the quality of the samples; uncorrected architectural street-view samples
make it difficult to restore their original colors, and inadequately trained datasets make it
difficult to fully and accurately segment various color elements, which can directly lead
to inaccurate experimental results and thereby affect the construction of subsequent color
application strategies. Therefore, when focusing on the application of computer vision
image processing technology supported by multi-source data, it is necessary to make each
step as systematic as possible in order to make the color visualization results more accurate
and objective.
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After an in-depth analysis of recent academic literature, we found that the k-means
clustering method has a significant advantage in the application of image color clustering.
The superiority of the k-means clustering method is mainly reflected in the following
aspects: Firstly, the algorithm steps of the k-means clustering method are concise and
clear, making it easy to implement and understand, which makes it highly operable in
practical applications. Secondly, the k-means clustering method performs well in terms of
computational efficiency, especially when dealing with large-scale datasets. Its convergence
speed is fast, and the clustering effect is good, which is of great significance to the needs
of the big data era. In addition, the k-means clustering method has good flexibility and
can be applied to different types of data and problems through various improvements and
optimizations. Particularly when the sample data are dense and the difference between
classes is obvious, the effect of the k-means clustering method is particularly outstanding.
In this study, we need to cluster multiple target elements separately and in total, so we chose
the k-means clustering method as the main research method to support our experiment.
This choice is based on the above advantages of the k-means clustering method, as well as
its wide recognition and successful cases in practical applications. We expect that by using
the k-means clustering method, we can obtain more accurate and deeper research results.

Given the above situations, it is easy to find that historical areas, as important carriers
of the living environment and urban culture, not only carry out daily residential functions
but also reflect the expression of regional culture. As newly emerging technologies and
media, multi-source data and computer vision image processing methods provide tech-
nologies for large-scale sample acquisition and digital image processing, which can be used
to explore the visual interaction of regional architecture. On the other hand, as an intuitive
carrier of regional cultural expression, architectural colors not only carry regional cultural
information but are also closely related to the experiences of people. This study investi-
gated the methods for the extraction and application of colors in historical areas. Through
acquiring the street-view photo samples, processing the street-view photo samples, and
clustering the colors of the street-view photo samples, this study aims to provide ideas for
color control in historical areas, color selection and application in the designs related to
historical areas, and methodological insights for academic research practices such as color
management and sustainable development of historical areas.

2. Introduction
2.1. Study Area

With a length of 2063 m, Shiquan Street, Suzhou, China, stretches from Anli Bridge at
Feng Gate in the east to Sanyuanfang of Renmin Road in the west (Figure 1). Shiquan Street,
as a part of the cultural heritage of historical architectural blocks in the Jiangnan region,
carries rich historical and cultural connotations. Its architectural style is not only full of
the features of Jiangnan water towns but also representative of ancient Jiangnan blocks in
China. In the 1980s, the renowned architect, Mr. Ieoh Ming Pei, was once invited to propose
a series of planning suggestions for the renewal and preservation of the ancient city area of
Suzhou, China. His suggestions mainly focused on the protection of the ‘characteristics’
of the city, which included controlling the color, style, and height of the buildings in the
ancient city area. Among them, his suggestion on ‘controlling the color of the buildings’
received widespread recognition. Mr. Pei believes that the ‘color of the buildings’ is one
of the important elements of the ‘characteristics’ of the ancient city area of Suzhou. The
Suzhou Gusu District People’s Government carried out a comprehensive renovation of the
original Shiquan Street after thorough re-planning while ensuring the original architectural
style of Jiangnan in China.
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Figure 1. Historical areas of Shiquan Street in Suzhou.

At present, Shiquan Street has developed into an important tourist attraction and
commercial district. There are many traditional handicraft shops, tea houses, cafes, and
restaurants in the blocks, attracting a large number of tourists and local residents from
other places to appreciate and shop. The Suzhou Municipal Government has also stepped
up its efforts to protect and renovate Shiquan Street and is committed to maintaining the
original style of the blocks so as to improve its cultural value and tourist attraction. The
color features still play a large part in the composition of the outlooks on Shiquan Street.
In traditional architecture, blue, white, and gray are the dominant colors, which are not
only used in architecture but also become important references for the design of historical
areas. Even though the government has tried to repaint its facade as much as possible on
the basis of the original Chinese Jiangnan architectural style, in order to meet commercial
needs, all kinds of commercial shops are allowed to hang various shop tender signs on
the façade of the building to attract customers. On the one hand, the existing color of the
shop sign does not consider the color of the traditional building but chooses the color of
modern business to attract customers. On the other hand, the existing shop tender board
did not have the relevant size specification to restrict it, and the size of the sign for each
store was not controlled, which blocked the original traditional building façade and led to
a poor overall appearance. To sum up, the commercial use of colors in the historical areas
of Shiquan Street has not been systematic, and the uses of colors are relatively disconnected
from the street style, resulting in a weak sense of belonging in color design (Figure 2). The
colors, without scientific analysis and extraction, have disrupted the overall outlook of the
blocks, making it difficult for tourists to experience the true style of the historical areas
and falling into a poor sense of experience. Therefore, it is necessary to explore an efficient
method to extract the colors of historical areas and propose relevant application strategies.

2.2. Research Methods
2.2.1. Overview of the Overall Research Process

In terms of acquiring street-view samples of historical areas, the original street-view
samples were obtained by capturing data from the historical areas of Shiquan Street, which
provided sample support for subsequent research. The computer vision image processing
technology was mainly used to complete the semantic segmentation of samples, including
semantic segmentation and color correction of images using open-source datasets. Then,
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various color clustering was performed on various samples to provide technical support
for the conclusion (Figure 3).
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2.2.2. Street-View Photo Sample Acquisition

The street-view photo samples in the early stages were mainly acquired relying on the
use of Open Street Map, ArcGIS, and the API platform Baidu, which were used to acquire
existing street-view photo samples on a large scale and accurately. When collecting a large
number of samples in historical areas, this method could replace handheld cameras to
achieve more accurate and faster batch data collection.

Firstly, the road line data of Shiquan Street was captured using the Open Street Map,
and its built-in wgs84 coordinate system could directly match the ArcGIS10.5 geographic
information system without the need for coordinate correction. In terms of the selection of
street-view photo samples, because it is difficult to collect photos before the 80s of the 20th
century and the streets before this point in time have not been rectified by the government,
the street-view photos in April 2019 were selected as the sample after comparing the
street-view photos in recent years many times. The reason for this is that there are fewer
tourists and vehicles in the photos during this time period, the area of the building façade
is less blocked by other elements, and it is less affected by weather and ambient light,
which makes it easy to conduct semantic segmentation and color correction, which can
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more objectively reflect the true appearance of the historical area of Suzhou Shiquan Street.
Importing the road line data of Shiquan Street into the ArcGIS10.5 platform, the roads
were segmented, and the roads were dotted every 20 m as the street-view sampling points.
Point positions were added and adjusted according to the actual situation, and a total of
105 effective coordinate points were obtained for subsequent sample extraction (Figure 4).
Secondly, Python scripts were used to call the API platform of Baidu to acquire street-view
photo samples, and after coupling the coordinate data of 105 effective coordinate points,
the street-view photo samples of Shiquan Street were acquired. In order to better identify
the building data in the street-view photo samples for subsequent semantic segmentation,
the street-view photo samples were sampled at a 20◦ elevation angle, and three sets of
photos were set to the perspectives of 0◦, 90◦, and 270◦ (road front view, left side view,
and right side view), respectively (Figure 5). By removing some invalid samples, a total of
296 street-view photo samples were acquired.
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2.2.3. Street-View Photo Sample Processing

In this part, Matlab was mainly used to complete mid-term experiments, which were
divided into two sections. The first section was for sample preprocessing and semantic
segmentation, while the second section was for color clustering of samples. The experiments
in both sections were conducted on Matlab2020.

The preprocessing stage of the samples in the first section mainly included two steps.
The first step was to carry out semantic segmentation of the existing street-view samples
into sizes matching the network Deeplab V3+ in Matlab, where the original street-view
sample image size is H × W, and the target size is H0 × W0.
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The calculation formula is:

value =
H0

W0
× W − H (1)

The second step was to interpret the color space of the images. The color space of the
street-view photo samples was RGB color space, while the color space required for the
research was HSV color space. Therefore, it was necessary to convert the color space of the
street-view photo samples on the Matlab platform. A three-dimensional coordinate system
was established with three values of “r, g, and b”, which were real numbers with a value
ranging between 0 and 1. At the same time, the max value was set to be the maximum
value among the 3 values of r, g, and b, and the min value to be the minimum value among
the three values of r, g, and b.
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The conversion formula is:

h =



0
◦
, if max = min

60
◦ × g−b

max−min + 0
◦
, if max = r and g ≥ b

60
◦ × g−b

max−min + 360
◦
, if max = r and g < b

60
◦ × b−r

max−min + 120
◦
, if max = g

60
◦ × r−g

max−min + 240
◦
, if max = b

(2)

s =

{
0, if max = 0
max−min

max = 1 − min
max , otherwise

(3)

v = max (4)

At this point, the preprocessing for the street-view photo samples was completed, and
the next step of the experiment could be carried out.

The semantic segmentation of samples in the first section was mainly completed by
relying on deep learning. In this section, the CamVid dataset and Deeplab v3+ network
were used for training. Open-source datasets could quickly and extensively replace manual
annotation and cooperate with training networks to complete the semantic segmentation of
samples. At the same time, compared with the most commonly used open-source datasets
in current research, the CamVid dataset was the first video set semantic segmentation
dataset with target category semantic labels. Unlike various datasets widely used in existing
visual research, the CamVid dataset is usually used in the field of autonomous driving
abroad. With high semantic segmentation ability, it can identify various elements in street-
view photo samples more clearly and accurately, avoiding the interference of other elements
with the target elements, which may cause interference with the experimental results. In
the deep learning part, the CamVid dataset was used for the deep learning training of the
Deeplab v3+ network (Figure 6). The training iterations were set to 4500 times, and the
accuracy after training reached 94.74%, meeting the accuracy requirements for subsequent
experiments (Figure 7).
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The color clustering of samples in the second section mainly refers to the basic color
composition of target elements and the visual extraction and generation methods of various
color clustering models proposed by Fu Qian [27] and Miao Mingrui [28]. The principle
of this section was to extract the HSV color codes of each pixel after pixelization of the
target elements, and a three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system was established
with the H value (hue) as the radius of the cylinder bottom pointing (0◦–360◦), the S
value (saturation) as the length of the cylinder radius, and the V value (brightness) as
the cylinder (Figure 8). The three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system could be
rearranged according to the HSV color codes, intuitively reflecting the position of color
particles of each pixel in the color space, which helped to explore the architectural color
composition of historical areas and could further explore the spatial color context and
color patterns of historical areas. After a comprehensive color visualization of the building,
the results could be used in the design of historical areas. Selecting color particles from
the experimental model for secondary color design could truly achieve the harmonious
unity of architecture, environment, and color and also highlight the importance of color in
reflecting the unique features of historical areas and regional culture.

2.2.4. Block Color Model Generation

This part was divided into three sections in total:
The first section aimed to explore the color application strategies related to historical

areas based on the colors of buildings on both sides of Shiquan Street. Matlab was used as
the platform to rearrange the HSV color space of the architectural colors of Shiquan Street,
and the color visualization results were presented in the forms of “color particle direction
map” (hereinafter referred to as direction map) and “color particle space map” (hereinafter
referred to as space map). The branch direction of the color bands in the direction map
could show the dominant color range of the “H-S”-oriented design of Shiquan Street. For
further exploration, the space map could be compared with street-view photo samples to
explore the distribution of overall color particles in the HSV color space, which could be
used as interval color bands for color application strategies. It should be noted that the
environment of Shiquan Street in Suzhou is different from that of other historical areas in
cities. The buildings in the architectural street-view photo samples are mostly white (visual
colors, not clustered colors). Therefore, to ensure the accuracy of color visualization, it was
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necessary to perform the pcdenoise function denoising on the directional and spatial maps
in the color visualization results. Different from ordinary image denoising, this function
denoising determines whether the point is an outlier by calculating the average distance
between each point and the K-nearest neighbor point, which is compared with the average
distance of all points and the threshold determined by the standard deviation. In this study,
outliers were regarded as color particles that accidentally entered the segmented image
and had little reference value compared to mainstream architectural colors, which could
be removed.
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The second section aimed to better explore the color continuity of Shiquan Street. In
order to further clarify and guide the design color of Shiquan Stree, the sample numbers
of the 0◦ street-view samples, 90◦ street-view samples, and 270◦ street-view samples were
used as the axis X, and H values were used as the axis Y to generate the building color
point spectrum (hereinafter referred to as the point spectrum). The point spectrum could
simulate the overall color continuity and rhythm of Shiquan Street, which helped to couple
the color matching scheme of architectural color selection and application, highlighting
a certain degree of color interest and rhythm. In order to explore the continuous point
spectrum and visualize the content more clearly, the study excluded color particles that
accounted for less than 20% of the total color particles and retained color particles that
accounted for a larger proportion.

The third section was to better explore the central colors of the overall environment.
First of all, it was necessary to search for the rich color nodes in Shiquan Street, that is,
evaluate the color richness of all 0

◦
street-view samples, and then six of the richest street-

view photo samples were selected as the basic samples for extracting segment color cards.
Among them, the color richness was evaluated by referring to the RGB color space image
evaluation method proposed by Hasler et al. [31] and Jiang et al. [32].

The calculation formula is:
rg = R − G (5)

yb =
1
2
(R + G)− B (6)

where “R, G, B” stand for red, green, and blue, respectively; rg is the difference between the
red and green channels; yb is the sum of 1/2 of the red and green channel values minus the
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blue channel values. The standard deviation σrgyb and mean µrgyb are further calculated
as follows:

The calculation formulas are:

σrgyb =
√

σ2
rg + σ2

yb (7)

µrgyb =
√

µ2
rg + µ2

yb (8)

Finally, the color richness C of the street-view photo samples was calculated, and six
points with the best color richness were selected (street-view photo samples).

The calculation formula is:

C = σrgyb + 0.3 × µrgyb (9)

At this point, the color richness of the street-view photo sample was calculated.
Next, MATLAB was used to perform the K-means clustering analysis on the six samples
with the best color richness. The K-means clustering method could quickly obtain color
cards by clustering target pixels and finding center points. As shown in Figure 8, the
several target pixels N obtained after completing architectural semantic segmentation were
Xi = (Hi, Si, Vi), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . N. Firstly, a target pixel Xi was randomly selected as
the first initial center, named C1, and the distance from the remaining pixels to Xt was
calculated, which was d.

The calculation formula is:

d =
√(

Hi − Hj
)2

+
(
Si − Sj

)2
+

(
Vi − Vj

)2 (10)

Firstly, an initial center point Cl was selected from the pixel set. Next, the distances
between all other pixels and C1 were calculated, and the pixel with the farthest distance
from Cl was selected as the next center point C2. This process is repeated until reaching the
center point K. Then, the distances between each pixel and these K cluster centers were
calculated, and each pixel was assigned to the category represented by the nearest cluster
center. Once all pixels were assigned, the initial clustering result was obtained. Then, the
mean of pixels in each category was calculated to obtain a new cluster center, and the
above steps were repeated to continuously update the cluster center until the iteration stop
condition was met. Finally, K cluster centers were obtained, representing the main K colors
in the image. K-means was commonly used for image segmentation and clustering, which
helped to group pixels of similar colors in an image together, enabling image analysis and
processing. In terms of the definition of K value, Wu et al. [33] believed that the acceptable
number of colors for the human eye was 4–8. Therefore, eight was chosen as the K value in
this study, which meant clustering eight colors from each street-view photo sample with
the best color richness as the final central color card.

3. Results

As shown in Figures 9–11, it could observe the distributions of the architectural colors
of Shiuan Street on HSV color space comprehensively and intuitively by the visualized
clustering analysis. This analysis is based on the semantic segmentation results of buildings
observed from the perspectives of 0

◦
, 90

◦
, and 270

◦
on Shiquan Street. It involves construct-

ing the “color particle direction map” and “color particle space map”, making it able to
explore the design color application strategy guided by the facade colors of Shiquan.

Scientifically and clearly studying the street was more conducive to enhancing the
regional 343 uniqueness and color localization of design colors [34], thus providing clear
ideas for color 344 visualization and color application strategies in historic areas.
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3.1. Visualized Analysis of Environmental Colors in Street Block
3.1.1. Visualized Analysis of Color from View Angle 0◦

As shown in Figure 9, in order to study the color-related application strategy with
the 0

◦
building facade of Shiquan Street as the color pattern, the colors of the 0

◦
building

facade were extracted to establish the “color particle direction map” and “color particle
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space map” based on the HSV three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system. In the
direction map of the 0

◦
building facade, there were three distinct branches, namely Branch

1 with an H-value between 220
◦

and 240
◦
, Branch 2 with an H-value between 70

◦
and 90

◦
,

and Branch 3 with an H-value between 45
◦

and 55
◦
. Further observation of the space map

showed that Branch 1 had a relatively large proportion, with color particles (0, 0, 100) as
the center point diverging outward. Its visualization effect was relatively strong, indicating
that the colors in this range were the first dominant color in the 0

◦
street-view photo sample

group and took up most of the area in the building segmentation results. Based on the
comparative analysis of the comprehensive sample photos, the colors within this range
were the colors of “exterior walls” in the architectural facades of Shiquan Street, including
the traditional Chinese color card (the traditional Chinese color card was widely used in
ancient Chinese architecture facades, utensils, furniture, ornamental porcelain, Chinese
paintings, etc.). Different from the color system commonly used internationally today, each
color in the traditional Chinese color card has its own unique name and meaning. For
more details on the traditional Chinese color card, please visit: http://zhongguose.com/,
accessed on 1 February 2024) such as “pure white (0, 0, 100)” (Jingbai), “bright white
(189, 10, 99)” (Yingbai), and “bluish white (189, 11, 94)” (Yuebai). The cold and warm
combination of colors provided a reference for selecting the colors for architectural elements.
Branch 2 accounted for the second-largest proportion, with color particles (365, 43, 27)
diverging outward. Its visualization effect was quite clear, indicating that the colors in
this range were the second dominant colors in the 0

◦
street-view photo sample group.

According to the comparative analysis of the comprehensive sample photos, the colors in
this range were the colors of “traditional door headers” and “traditional window sills and
eaves” in the facades of Shiquan Street, including traditional Chinese colors such as “agate
(0, 33, 29)” (Nao) and “coal black (18, 35, 19)” (Meihei). The warm state of the colors
provided a reference for selecting the colors for architectural decorative elements in historic
areas. The visualization results of Branch 3 were relatively weak, with color particles
(37, 81, 57) as the center and appearing as separate clusters. The distance from the center
point was relatively discrete, indicating that this cluster was a collateral environmental
color cluster that entered the semantic segmentation results. The comparative analysis of
the comprehensive sample photos also confirmed this result. The colors of the cluster was
regarded as a relatively small proportion of environmental colors, including traditional
Chinese colors such as “brown–yellow (39, 100, 68)” (Zonghuang), “dim yellow (40, 68,
78)” (Hunhuang), and “golden black (45, 59, 65)” (Wujin), which provided references for
selecting the colors for other environmental elements in historic areas.

3.1.2. Visualized Analysis of Colors at the Perspectives of 90◦ and 270◦

In order to study the color patterns of the architectural facades of Shiquan Street in
more detail, the 90

◦
and 270

◦
semantic segmentation samples were added as supplementary

experiments to more accurately explore the colors of the architectural facades of Shiquan
Street and compensate for incomplete architectural segmentation within the 0

◦
perspective.

As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the architectural facade colors from the perspectives of
90

◦
and 270

◦
of Shiquan Street were extracted, and the HSV three-dimensional cylindrical

coordinate system was used as the spatial basis to construct the “color particle direction
map” and the “color particle space map”. In the direction map of the 90

◦
building facade,

there were four distinct branches, namely Branch 1 with H-values in the range of 220
◦
–240

◦
,

Branch 2 with H-values in the range of 40
◦
–60

◦
, Branch 3 with H-values in the range of

70
◦
–100

◦
, and Branch 4 with H values in the range of 290

◦
–300

◦
and 340

◦
–350

◦
. The space

map showed that Branch 1 still accounted for a relatively large proportion, with color
particles (0, 0, 100) as the center point diverging outward. Its visualization effect was
consistent with that of Branch 1 at 0

◦
, indicating that the colors in this range were the

first dominant colors in the 90
◦

street-view photo samples and were also the dominant
architectural colors in the overall street-view photo samples, taking up most of the area.
On the basis of Branch 2 of the 0

◦
sample group, new clusters appeared in Branch 2 of

http://zhongguose.com/
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the 90
◦

sample group, including colors such as “light red (9, 46, 70)” (Tan) and “reddish
brown (9, 69, 38)” (Li). Compared with Branch 3 of the 0

◦
sample group, Branch 3 of the

90
◦

sample group had more comprehensive colors, including colors such as “red golden
(42, 71, 95)” (Chijin), “Pale yellow (45, 76, 94)” (Xiang), “Light tan (29, 42, 66)” (Tuo),
and “Golden yellow (49, 92, 58)” (Qiuxiang) as environmental colors. What was worth
noting was that there was a Branch 4 in the 90

◦
sample group, which had clear direction. The

branch diverged outward with color particles (92, 58, 19) and color particles (145, 54, 19)
as the center points, resulting in a strong visualization effect. The comparative analysis
of the comprehensive sample photos showed that the colors in this range were colors of
“street plants” that were mistakenly included in the semantic segmentation of Shiquan
Street. Although they were not the colors of the building facades, they were the colors of
the “street interface.” The colors of this branch included traditional Chinese colors such as
“Onion green (136, 92, 72)” (Congqian), “Stone green (144, 87, 66)” (Shilv), and “Mellow
yellow (155, 96, 47)” (Songhua). The combination of warm and cold colors provided a
reference for the selection of plant colors. As shown in Figure 11, the direction map of
the 270

◦
building facade showed that there were three distinct branches, and the results

of Branches 1 and 2 were basically consistent with the 0
◦

and 90
◦

sample groups, while
Branch 3 continued to extend within the H value range of 240

◦
–270

◦
on the basis of Branch

1. The space map and comparison with street-view photo samples showed that Branch 3
should be the colors of the “sky” that mistakenly entered into semantic segmentation. This
branch included traditional Chinese colors such as “Stone blue (195, 87, 66)” (Shiqing),
and “Indigo (200, 95, 47)” (Zhanlan). The cold color scheme provided references for the
selection of colors for sky environment elements.
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3.2. Visualized Analysis of Color Point Spectra in Shiquan Street

As shown in Figure 12, in order to better control the color of the historical areas of
Shiquan Street, the color environment of the exterior facades of buildings was simulated.
The dominant colors of each photo were extracted with the sample numbers (from be-
ginning to end) of the three sets of photos with the view angles of 0

◦
, 90

◦
and 270

◦
as the
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horizontal axis and the H-value of a single sample photo as the vertical axis, generating a
color continuity point spectrum. As shown in Figure 12, there were two main color bands
for the three elements. One of them had an H-value between 0 and 100, and the overall
color scheme was warm. It was a main color band consisting of building decoration colors,
street plant colors, and environmental colors. The other had an H-value between 200 and
300, and the overall color scheme was cold. It was a main color band consisting of building
exterior wall colors, sky colors, and environmental colors. The overall color distribution of
the buildings in the historical areas of Shiquan Street was relatively clear, and the H-value
distribution was relatively concentrated. The point spectra and street-view photo samples
showed that although the color particles in the double ribbon of Suzhou Shiquan Street
show a certain sense of rhythm, they were all distributed within a controllable range of
H-values, proving that the environmental colors of Shiquan Street should be selected and
extended between the H-values of 0–100 and 200–300 in order to best fit the tourist experi-
ence. Only when the tourists’ on-site environmental experience and personal feelings are
intertwined can a diverse local color system be constructed. This can prevent the colors of
the historical district of Suzhou’s Shiquan Street from becoming monotonous and homoge-
neous, thereby preventing a disconnect between the tourists’ sightseeing experience and
the architectural style.
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3.3. Visualized Analysis of Node Clustering Color in Suzhou Shiquan Street

As mentioned above, the colors of the exterior facades of Shiquan Street were relatively
controllable, with good overall continuity. All color particles were arranged and moved
within a controllable range of H-values. To establish a fast, convenient, and visually strong
color card for historical street blocks, the color richness of a total of 296 street-view photo
samples was evaluated based on RGB color space, and 6 street-view photo samples with
the richest color particles were selected (Figure 13). At the same time, K-means clustering
analysis was performed on these six street-view photo samples, and eight was selected
as the clustering value of the color card for a single street-view photo sample. Since the
clustering was carried out by scattering, rearranging, and finding centers, the color cards
generated by this method had a high degree of color summarization and color centrality.
On this basic color card, designers could combine the visualization results of branch maps,
space maps, and the visualized results of the point spectra to determine the color range
and perform color matching and selection with this color card as the color center point
within a controllable range. This method improved the quality and efficiency of the color
card, making it able to achieve rapid sampling and analysis of the environment in a short
period of time. This method could accurately capture color features and changes in the
environment, thereby generating suitable color cards. Compared with traditional methods,
this method not only had no effect on the continuity of color in historical areas but also
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effectively selected color cards for historical areas, which saved time and cost and improved
the color style and features of historical areas.
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4. Discussion on the Application of Traditional Chinese Colors in Suzhou
Historical Block

Chinese traditional colors are rich and colorful, each with its own specific cultural and
symbolic significance. In the historical areas of Suzhou, these traditional colors are widely
used in traditional architecture, endowing buildings with unique beauty and cultural
connotations [35]. We chose to compare the main findings of the color of the research
area with the traditional Chinese color card mainly because Suzhou Shiquan Street, as a
famous historical street in China, should reflect the consistency of the traditional style of
ancient China. In ancient China, when craftsmen painted the exterior of buildings, they
usually referred to the traditional Chinese color card. Although some historical materials
have recorded the color of the building, these records do not fully reflect the accurate color
scheme of the area. Therefore, we need to infer the current situation and find the color
closest to the traditional Chinese color card in order to find out the color rule of Suzhou
Shiquan Street and improve the color system of the entire block.

In addition to accurately understanding and restoring the architectural colors used in
ancient Chinese architectural spaces, we should also delve into the meaning behind the
colors. Why choose the color in the main findings? Compared with other colors, what are
the advantages of the color in the main findings? By further studying these issues, we can
strengthen our understanding of the main findings. At the same time, understanding the
meaning behind the color in the main findings not only helps to enhance the sustainability
of the entire block but also allows the vitality of the historical area of Suzhou Shiquan Street
to continue. These are also important directions and goals of research.

(1) Colors of building facades

Through the visualization of colors, it is easy to find that pure white, bright white, and
bluish white are the three colors widely used in architecture. White, as the most frequently
used building color, is widely used in facade colors [36]. Firstly, from the perspective of
visual culture, white has profound symbolic significance in traditional Chinese culture [37].
In the Five Elements Theory, white represents gold, symbolizing purity and nobility [38].
In Taoism, white symbolizes detachment and purity. Therefore, white is widely used
in traditional architecture in the Jiangnan region, aiming to create a pure, elegant, and
transcendent atmosphere. In addition, the white walls complement the natural environment
of the Jiangnan region. Jiangnan region has four distinct seasons, and white walls can reflect
the colors of the four seasons, integrating buildings with the natural environment [39].

Secondly, the application of white walls also has practical considerations [40]. The
reflective performance of white walls can also improve indoor lighting, making the interior
brighter [41]. In addition, the materials used for white walls are generally lime and white
clay, which have good breathability and moisture absorption, thus effectively regulating
indoor humidity and preventing wall dampness. At the same time, these materials are
also common in the Jiangnan region, so they are easy to obtain, which reduces the cost
of construction.

(2) Colors of the door header

Agate, coal black, light red, and reddish brown are colors widely used for door
headers and exterior wall decoration, forming a sharp contrast with the white colors of
the building facades [40]. Firstly, the widely used door headers in traditional architecture
in the Jiangnan region hold unique significance. In traditional Chinese culture, agate and
coal black symbolize solemnity and stability, while light red and reddish brown symbolize
mystery [41]. They are in a sharp color contrast with pure white, bright white, and bluish
white, creating a street style similar to Chinese painting. From the perspective of visual
effects, the door headers with agate, coal black, light red, and reddish brown are not only
a visual feature of traditional architecture in the Jiangnan region but also a symbol of the
culture and society of the Jiangnan region [42].

Secondly, agate, coal black, light red, and reddish brown can summarize the colors
of wood, which is a type of widely used material in traditional Chinese architecture [43].
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These colors not only reflect the colors of wood in Chinese architecture but also often serve
as natural paint colors for the anti-corrosion of wood. In addition to creating a solemn,
stable, and mysterious atmosphere, wood also has good insulation and moisture absorption
properties. Due to weather conditions, the combination of wood and paints can effectively
regulate the temperature and humidity of buildings [44], prevent cracking and deformation
of door headers, effectively prevent direct sunlight exposure, reduce heat absorption, and
lower the temperature of the door headers, thereby extending the service life of the door
headers [45].

(3) Colors of the environmental atmosphere

Under normal circumstances, environmental colors are not fixed and are difficult to
capture [46]. However, in this study, the colors captured through street-view photo samples
are compared with traditional Chinese color cards, providing a concrete summary of the
environmental colors of the historic blocks of Shiquan Street in Suzhou. The environmental
colors include green onion, stone green, mellow yellow appearing on street plants, stone
blue, and indigo blue appearing in the sky [47], as well as red golden, pale yellow, and
tan golden yellow appearing in other surroundings, which are all classic and traditional
Chinese colors [48].

As the commercialization of historical areas becomes increasingly severe, most of the
buildings located within the blocks are adorned with attractive signs or slogans [49]. The
emergence of these commercial elements is extremely detrimental to the creation of the
traditional atmosphere of historical areas and undermines the continuity of their interfaces.
Therefore, concretizing the presentation of environmental colors, which are difficult to
capture, also provides an important basis for the selection of modern commercial colors
at the interface of historical areas [50]. In the inevitable process of commercialization,
it is necessary to maintain the original environmental color of historical areas as much
as possible to maintain the authenticity of their historical appearance [51]. At the same
time, consideration should also be given to the uniqueness of colors, which should present
features that are easy to attract investment and customers without damaging the overall
street interface [52].

5. Conclusions

The contradiction between the rapid progress of urbanization and the sustainable
development of historical areas has posed new challenges to the conservation and revi-
talization of cultural relics and buildings in China. How to achieve a balance between
the continuation of traditional style and modern commercial development has become a
research focus, especially in the typical historical areas of the Jiangnan region in China.
This article takes the historical areas of Shiquan Street in Suzhou as an example and pro-
poses a visualization method and optimization strategy for the architectural colors of the
historical and cultural blocks of Shiquan Street in Suzhou. Based on the typical case, the
main findings and inspirations are as follows:

(1) Adhering to and carrying over traditional color

Scientific and reasonable color control can integrate commercial elements into the
overall environment while presenting a certain aesthetic, better conveying a more compre-
hensive and comfortable visual effect to the audience [53,54]. In urban planning and design,
we need to consider how to leave space for valuable contemporary commercial elements in
urban street spaces. This is crucial to avoid a bias that is solely centered on history. We need
to realize that modern commerce and traditional architecture are symbiotic; they are also
the products of tradition and modernity and can enhance the commercial atmosphere of
the city and increase the attractiveness of the city. Therefore, when considering the design
and planning of urban street spaces, we should not only focus on the traditional use of
color in architecture but should also consider using traditional colors as a bridge to connect
modern commercial elements with traditional architecture. Therefore, how to use these
colors based on historical blocks to create attractive commercial elements is crucial, rather
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than abandoning the appearance of these commercial elements in order to overly pursue
harmony, unity, and color balance. This is why we need to first find the color rules of histor-
ical blocks and then cluster them specifically. How to choose colors for these commercial
elements within the traditional color range so as to ensure that the entire historical area
exudes new commercial vitality within a controllable color atmosphere is the key issue we
need to consider. The establishment of color models plays a positive role in reshaping and
maintaining the original cultural atmosphere of urban scenic spots and historical areas [55].
The traditional colors of Suzhou are an important component of its historical and cultural
heritage. For example, the colors commonly used in traditional architecture in Suzhou, such
as pure white, bright white, bluish white, agate, and coal black, can highly summarize the
color impression of “green tiles and white walls” in Suzhou’s traditional architecture. This
traditional color combination conveys a stable historical architectural intention. Therefore,
in the selection of colors, it is necessary to uphold such color combination tradition, closely
adhere to the color intention, ensure that the color information conveyed is in line with
regional culture, and integrate it into the design so as to carry over the traditional color
style of Suzhou, inherit and promote the architectural color culture, and thereby achieve
the sustainable development of historical areas.

(2) Expanding and innovating color combinations

Color design is an important element of building facades, and architecture is a visual
representation of regional culture. Color aesthetics, as an art system that studies the
relationship between color visual expression and culture, can enhance the visual beauty
and cultural atmosphere of design objects through its application [56]. On the basis of
maintaining the original color impression of “green tiles and white walls” in Suzhou,
expanding and matching the design colors can achieve innovative color design without
departing from the original color style of the design object. For example, as shown in
Figure 8, artistic matching of the color particles within a controllable range of H values can
ensure the original impression of color while obtaining more color design choices. While
respecting and retaining the traditional color style of Suzhou, the innovative color matching
can make the design have both traditional color style and innovative color design and
make the audience’s experience not easily detached from regional culture. Therefore, it is
necessary to further utilize the cultural transmission and emotional interaction features of
colors to achieve the expansion and innovation of color matching on the basis of fitting the
decorative and functional features of architectural colors [57]. This method not only retains
the color impression of traditional culture but also endows design works with new visual
effects and aesthetic experiences, making it an innovative method that respects tradition.

(3) Establishing and planning color system

At present, the main problems faced by Chinese cities are the loss of urban features
and the dilution of urban culture, which are reflected in the chaotic color management
and pollution of urban interface colors [58]. Under such circumstances, it is difficult to
ensure the authenticity of historical areas, and it is also difficult to continuously exude
their unique charm in the city. Therefore, from a macro perspective, a color design system
that highlights regional culture and regional style should be established, and the urban
color-featured areas should be planned. From a micro perspective, a regional featured color
model should be scientifically established for urban historical and cultural blocks, and its
color patterns should be summarized. It is necessary to improve the color quantification
technology to effectively control urban colors [59]. At the same time, a central color card
should be constructed to achieve the goal of quickly selecting colors and fitting the regional
style to the greatest extent possible, thereby achieving a transformation of regional colors
from sensibility to rationality and from qualitative to quantitative.

(4) Innovation of this article

As for the methods selected in this article, the combination of open-source platforms,
ArcGIS, and Python scripts can quickly and efficiently cope with the acquisition of large-
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scale historical street-view photo samples, improving experimental accuracy and speed.
Secondly, Matlab can perform batch color space interpretation of digital images and quickly
construct visual color models. The excellent data visualization and color clustering capa-
bilities of Matlab provide opportunities and possibilities for the data processing of a large
number of street-view sample photos. Finally, compared with various color extraction
methods, the strategies for obtaining and selecting environmental colors in historical areas
summarized by the above methods are faster, more efficient in completing color extraction,
and can make the design colors of historical areas tend to be localized within a controllable
color range, highlighting the regional uniqueness of colors. In addition, the colors obtained
in this article are compared and coupled with traditional Chinese color cards, figuring out
the traditional Chinese colors commonly used in architectural decoration, which not only
provides relevant color strategies for maintaining the overall color style of Shiquan Street
in Suzhou but also provides corresponding references for historical areas of the same style
and type in the Jiangnan region of China.

(5) Limitations of this study

This study has some obvious limitations in terms of the quality of the street-view photo
samples. Firstly, because street-view images are mainly used to meet the needs of street
navigation, the clarity of the samples may not be high during the process of large-scale
continuous shooting. This is an unavoidable problem, as we must find a balance between
obtaining enough visual information and maintaining image clarity. Secondly, the samples
are affected by lighting and shadows, resulting in a cold overall color temperature. This is
a common problem in all street-view photo samples from open platforms. Although we
have performed a unified color correction on them, it is difficult for us to accurately correct
each sample due to the different lighting conditions and shadow effects of each sample. In
addition, the samples are also affected by greening obstructions, which lead to incomplete
coverage of buildings during semantic segmentation, thus producing other color particles.
This is an unavoidable problem, as we cannot control the shooting environment of street-
view images. Finally, the samples are also affected by seasonal factors. For example, the
color tone and saturation of samples may tend to be cold in the spring environment, affected
by the weather. Although this paper deals with this problem by uniformly adjusting the
samples, it may cause overexposure to some samples.

In response to the above problems, we can currently only compare street-view photo
samples provided by multiple open platforms and select them by balancing multiple
elements such as time period, weather, season, and research objects. We recognize that
finding a more scientifically accurate image correction method will help us perform color
clustering and extraction more accurately. Despite these limitations, we believe that the
results of this study still have important significance and provide valuable references for
future research. We look forward to future research being able to solve these problems and
further improve the accuracy of street-view image analysis.

The traditional Chinese color card was widely used in ancient Chinese architecture for
facades, utensils, furniture, ornamental porcelain, Chinese paintings, etc. Different from the
color system commonly used internationally today, each color in the traditional Chinese
color card has its own unique name and meaning. For more details on the traditional
Chinese color card, please visit: http://zhongguose.com/ (accessed on 2 February 2024).
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